
Abstract
We have created a First-Year Seminar (FYS) course, Explore NEPA, that specifically addresses two of the
Universal Apostolic Preferences: to accompany young people in the creation of a hope-filled future; and to
collaborate in the care of our common home. Using Northeastern Pennsylvania (NEPA) as our educational
laboratory, our course objectives include:
• Health and Physiology – Understanding the physiology of human performance; how a healthy, active

lifestyle improves physical and mental health
• Conservation – Learning how and why organizations conserve and maintain lands for prudent public use
• Community – Learning how individuals can join in conservation and environmental stewardship
• Connections – Promoting the green spaces available to explore in NEPA – parks, forests, preserved lands

and a growing networks of trails
• Ignatian Identity – Relating student’s local environmental lessons to the Integral Ecology (Laudato Sí Chapter

4), as they articulate components of the Ignatian identity and the mission of The University of Scranton.

To accomplish these objectives, we take a multi-faceted approach. We immerse the students in physical activity
in green spaces throughout NEPA. We collaborate with the Commonwealth’s Pocono Forests and Waters
Conservation Landscape, a consortium of government agencies, non-profit conservancies and local outfitters
who promote the preservation and best use of PA’s natural resources. We collaborate with other FYS faculty to
share ideas for educating our students in Ignatian values. Finally, we collaborate with the Residence Life staff to
establish a Residential Learning Community within our dormitories for Explore NEPA students. It is our hope
that, through engagement with the Learning Community, and through course discussions and events, students
will not only better understand and care for themselves and for our common home, but will see in their
engagement hope for a brighter future for all life on our planet.
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Promoting Health and Physiology to Create a Hope-Filled Future

It has been clear for some time that physical activity can lead to a virtuous cycle (Yemiscigil and
Vlaev, 2021) whereby movement catalyzes the cultivation of hope, purpose, and meaning in one’s
life. Explore NEPA enables students to make these connections through a series of community-
connected physical activities that are enriched by presentations by stewards of state parks and
forests, natural preserves, and local and regional trails.

Conservation, Community, Connections and Care for Our Common Home

As we exercise at field sites, park rangers and site managers explain the mission, history, and
value of preserved lands. Blog posts show that students make this connection:

“…All the different people we meet each tell us a piece of the puzzle… You never really think 
about what’s involved to conserve and protect nature. A lot is taken for granted and it’s really cool 

to see the process and meet the people that fought for it!”
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